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LEM Group
Key Figures kCHF 1995 1996 1997

Consolidated Sales

Operating Earnings

Net Earnings

Cash-Flow
(Net earnings + depreciation)

Equity

Net Dept/Equity

ROE (Return to Equity)

Personnel end of year

Earnings per Share (CHF)

Market Capitalisation

LEM
three years at a glance

82’526 96’461 112’749

7’858 1’802 6’442

7’236 1’715 5’162

12’052 7’773 11’991

78’469 77’646 80’886

1.08 1.15 0.84

9.6 % 2.2 % 6.5 %

500 624 640

24.1 5.72 17.21

108’000 100’500 96’000
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       *

Our company continued to develop  positively
during 1997

The turnover increased by 17 % compared to the
previous year.
The two principle business areas that contributed
to this growth were Components with 20 % and
Instruments with 9 %.
Germany ended the year with Components
clearly above expectations. England and North
America belong to the regions in which these
two businesses expanded strikingly while China
has likewise shown encouraging results.

The net profit has been tripled compared to
1996. A general improvement in the gross
margin and the effects on indirect costs as a
result of the restructuring in the Instruments
business area contributed to this result. However,
our potential for cost optimisation and increase
in value are far from being exhausted.

We propose a dividend payment of CHF 9 per
CHF 100 share.

Franco Mariotti died on the 28th October 1997.
The board of directors regrets the loss of a very
well-liked colleague and active counsellor. The
company is indebted to him for his steady
committed  collaboration.

Because of a market weakness that has lasted for
some years, we shall no longer handle the Test
Systems business unit from within our company.
We do this in spite of efforts over many years
and significant technical achievements which
allowed us to introduce new modular and quite
competitive power semiconductor test benches
to the market.
A group of colleagues has decided to continue
these activities in a newly established company
from the second quarter of 1998.
LEM will be arranging individual solutions for
the other two people affected by this develop-
ment.

The true purpose of any company is to
continually increase the value for the
stakeholders.
We therefore define the basic purpose of LEM as
the optimisation of this value along three axes:

- Usefulness of the products and services
- Employee satisfaction
- Profitability

This triad is the basis for our company and the
foundation of our values.

Usefulness
It is our aim to be recognised worldwide as the
preferred partner in all questions of  electrical
measuring technology. The health of the
company is closely connected with the
perception of the advantages of our products and
services by customers. Of course we claim
- as most companies do - that we are close to
customers. It goes beyond that however. We want
to make a clear contribution to the productivity
of our customers through continuous innovation
and good price/performance ratios. By strongly
focusing on technical applications, we can tailor
our products and services to suit these
applications in collaboration with our customers.

f.l.
Patrick De Bruyne

CEO
Jean-Pierre Etter

President

* The term ‘stakeholder’ embraces everyone who participates in the life of the company and for whom we would
like to present our situation and objectives in detail: customers, employees, suppliers,  business partners and
naturally our shareholders.
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We are ideal partners by being always available
and close to customers through our very
competent distribution channels.

Numerous new product solutions were brought
to the market in 1997; for example the use of
application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) as
the new basic technology for current and voltage
transducers. These allow us to enter new
promising market segments.
A new generation of safety test instruments
under the name ‘SATURN’ was born. These use
the most modern electronic modules and are in a
position to offer cost effective top performance.

We are strengthening our resources in order to
establish market and application expertise as
competitive advantages especially in the area of
components and high-value measuring
instruments. Our key endeavour is to offer
products which meet user requirements and
establish a high level of quality and safety in
order to increase the attractiveness of the LEM
brand as well as to improve our relations in the
distribution channels for measuring instruments.

The High Current System business unit, directed
from North America, establishes special ‘Market
Service Centers’ in the regions of America,
Europe and Asia in order to be closer regionally
to customers and thus react faster and more
competently.

The usefulness of our offering also demands that
the prices are right. They must contribute to the
competitivity of our customers.

Continuous innovation is an important part of the
answer. Cost savings obtained from the
conception and simplification of processes
repeatedly stimulate the start-up of projects.
Creative peak performance is required here to
improve capabilities and methods to guarantee
the level of worldwide excellence. The procedures
conforming  to the ISO 9000 standards facilitate
the integration of these improvements in a
coherent overall structure.

Employee satisfaction
By «employee» here, we mean everyone who
works together in the creation of value. They
include collaborators of the LEM group,
suppliers and external partner companies whose
products are designed to complement our
offering. Our efforts are directed towards a
complete integration of everyone involved in our
processes.

A company develops itself mainly through the
commitment, the efficiency and the collaboration
of its staff. We regard the well-being and the
empowerment of the staff as an essential source
of their efficiency. Their satisfaction comes as a
result of the control of three factors:
Balance - Equity - Evolution

Balance
Collaborators must recognise, understand and
accept the demands placed on them. Their own
performance must meet the expected level in

LEM Executive Committee, from the left David M. North, Eric S. Wentz, Patrick De Bruyne
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order to avoid stress, irritation or frustration.

Equity
The working conditions must correspond to the
demands placed on the individual also if
everyone should be aware that only what is
earned is available for distribution. Total
satisfaction also requires that each voluntarily
carries his/her part of the burden.

Evolution
Other components leading to satisfaction include
being able to see and take advantage of
opportunities for further development. It is an
important management task to create the
conditions required for development, and beside
transferring the demands from the environment
to the collaborator, to integrate individual

development measures.

Efficient forms of organisation are decisive in
order to focus individual contributions into
coherent strategies and action plans. The internal
structures must reflect the new demands of the
market and constantly adapt to them.
The orientation has also to be tested by the board
of directors and adapted to the new dimensions
and objectives of the company.

The executive committee has itself narrowed
down the process of decision-making to three
member who give up their line functions in order
to devote themselves fully to the development of
the whole company. The function of the
executive committee has been redefined along
the three axes previously mentioned:

- strategic umbrella in order to develop,
approve and supplement the business
strategies developed under the responsibility
of the Business Areas and Units,

- organisational development in order to
stimulate the value system, management
development and to take measures to centre on
the objectives,

- operational focus in order to take earlier
corrective measures based on detailed
analysis.

The organisation of business areas and units is
redirected and strengthened  in line with the
strategies. The limits of the space for manoeuvre
is defined more accurately:
Market intelligence and business planning
processes for the business areas; budget and
action plans for the regional companies.

Profitability
This is the result of success in the other two parts
of the triad: recognition of the usefulness of our
market offering and the achievement of a high
efficiency by our collaborators and in processes.
It is also an objective and thus the third part of
the triad. Many collaborators have still not
recognised this sufficiently.

In numerous companies, only the shareholder
orientation is taken into account i.e. profit is
given as the only objective. Because all
stakeholders should actually be interested in
permanent continual growth and the health of the
company, we believe that the description of our
objectives in the form of the above-mentioned
triad corresponds better to reality.

Why is competitive profitability so important?
It is the measure by which the financial value is
increased. It obtains for us to remunerate the
funds entrusted to us by shareholders at the
market rate.  Our company is primarily interested
in  long-term lasting relations with our financial
partners.
In addition, adequate profitability of the
company gives us the required basis for investing
in the future.

The profitability in 1997 actually  improved,
however, only with respect to a very weak 1996.

Sales 1997
by Business Areas
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We can attribute the restrengthening to
several factors: heightened efforts in the
business area Instruments, improvement in
the market situa-tion, especially in the
Components business, and favourable
currency developments.

We have considerable potential for value growth
and also cost optimisation which could be
implemented and exploited even faster. To
identify this, evaluate it rationally and place it at
the disposal of the company as created value is a

task for management which still has to carry
out some work of convincing their co-
workers and systematising procedures. The
executive committee has shown the
corresponding priority in its new structure.

In 1997, we achieved a return on equity of  6.5 %.
Thus current profitability is not at the level of
our objective of 12%. We will measure
ourselves against this value and reinforce the
corresponding priorities in order to link the
word ‘success’ permanently with the name of
LEM.

The resolution of the technological design process for new products, from complexity to simplicity, is just as important as the
ability to express a vision in simple, clear and convincing words.
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LEM celebrated its 25th anniversary
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Business Area Components

The improvement of efficiency and reliability is a prerequisite for our
customers in order to survive on the market today and tomorrow. In the area
of power electronics, it is essential for efficiency that currents and voltages
are measured very accurately. Only in this way can electric vehicles, lifts,
dentist’s drills, trolley buses, hoisting cages in mines, robots or high-speed
trains be controlled optimally.

Our core business consists of galvanically separated current and voltage
transducers and isolated clip-on ammeters for OEM applications. LEM is the
market leader with over 800  products currently available and continually
enlarges the offering  with new cost-effective products.

For the business area Components the financial year
ended with a growth of 20% compared to the previous
year and thus exceeded the target. The growth was
achieved in most regions of the world, above all in
the USA. By setting up manufacturing plants in many
regions of the world, LEM is offering worldwide
customers the advantage of local presence.

We were able to shorten our delivery times
through basic analysis and controlled
allocation of resources altough the
production of certain parts became
                               more difficult.
                                     In 1997 we set up our first partnership with suppliers
                                   for the automotive industry. This is the best way to
                                  develop products jointly which satisfy the
                                requirements of the steadily growing automotive
                           industry. These partnerships will be the basis for our
                 activities in the next century because LEM has decided to enter
         this demanding market.

In certain areas of this market, we are already known for our clamp-on current
meters for some time. They are recognised as a standard especially in test
stations and production lines. Their high efficiency is demonstrated daily in
the rough environment of production lines in diagnotics, repairs and
servicing.

In certain areas of development, we encourage collaboration with universities
and research centres in several countries which allows us to offer new
products to new markets.

In this way, LEM is offering the new generation of the ASIC compensation
current transducer worldwide. This product combines small size with high
measuring accuracy and is designed for quantity production.

ISO 9000 is continually being obtained for all factories. We regard quality as
an essential feature for our customers. We are the only supplier to offer a
5-year warranty for transducers. All products meet the established
international, regional and national standards as well as the latest EMC and
safety regulations.

We want to develop these activities with our customers throughout the world
and are very optimistic about a healthy future together.

Pierre Strübin
Business Area

Manager
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Whether on the rails or in the street.
The bigger the portion of electronics

 in the vehicle, the more comfortable
and efficient is the travel.

For the precise control,
LEM delivers the highly

precise measuring components.

Current transducers enable the highly
precise positioning of the tracking stations
for communication satellites, using
motorised actuating drives, as in many
other electronic drives.

The insulated, non-invasive current measurement can be
carried out quickly and without danger, using clamp-on
current probes.
Main application areas: equipment for automotive diagnosis
and repair. All products are tested with regard to their
functional safety, before leaving the factory.
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Business Area Instruments

Almost everyone associates “electricity” and “electric current” with positive
terms such as modernity, progress, ecology, future, well-being, innovation and
many others. Today’s world is no longer conceivable without electrical energy.
Huge infrastructures are being developed to supply the ever increasing
number of consumers in industry, business, commerce and the home with the
increasingly essential product “electricity”.

For a long time in the West, we have tended to push the fact that electricity
can also be associated with danger into the background because of our strict
electrical safety standards. The fact that there can be considerable differences
in the quality of electrical current is usually only known by professional
insiders.

The risks and negative effects associated with electricity
need to be identified and controlled with the help of
electrical measuring techniques as energy is very
expensive. This is true not only for energy production
but also for energy transmission with the related line
losses. The purchase price of current depends on the
power peaks. Analysis allows these power peaks to be
identified and targeted with the aim of lowering them.

“Measure - test - analyse” describes
the business of LEM instruments.
                  The brand names ELMES,
                           GOERZ, HEME and NORMA
                                  are increasingly integrated with one another and
                                   represent the experience of decades in measuring
                                 techniques; they are known for their exceptional quality
                            and innovation. Today LEM concentrates on three domains
                    in electrical measuring techniques:

- the optimisation of electrical equipment and networks
- the recording of parameters in a multitude of applications
- the various technical measuring and testing tasks in installation, servicing

and maintenance.

LEM holds a commanding lead in these domains through a good market
position, a modern and attractive product offering and  solid technical and
marketing support.

Close collaboration with selected partners allows concentration on individual
focal points, saves resources and allows us to offer customers a comprehen-
sive solution and a complete range.

Following the difficult year 1996, 1997 was mainly one of consolidation and
strategic reorientation. A real cornucopia of new products decisively extended
and reshaped our offering. The successful worldwide commitment to
marketing led to order entries well above planned targets.

The new products offered in 1997 and those still in development, the various
cost reduction measures as well as the continued extension of the worldwide
marketing network lead us to expect a successful business exercise in 1998.

Ludger Grevenkamp,
Business Area

Manager
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Electricians often need to find
the faults or check a function on site.
For that purpose, precise handheld

multimeters and test devices from LEM,
which indicate rapidly where

the problem lays.
What’s even easier, is the continuous

monitoring of many distributed
measuring parameters using a single

instrument: QWave (shown above).

For measuring and analysing the electric
parameters, the wide range of instruments
offers a variety of application possibilities.
There are also many new developments for

recording. Long-term measurements are
performed on the machine tool with the

paperless recorder system (at right).
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Business Units Systems

The Business Unit High-Current Systems closed with double digit growth for
the second year running. This reflects our increasing strength in the important
markets of  electro-chemical production of aluminium and chlorine.

The overall aluminium sector remains very lively. As electricity continues to
represent the main cost component in production and the degree of efficiency
of its use varies widely, the requirement for accurate measuring for technical
process control and regulation is growing steadily. Inadequate information
which leads to compromise decisions
can cost producers millions of
Swiss francs annually. Thus the
requirement for special high current
systems from LEM remains high.

Although chlorine is not as full of
promise, perhaps partly because of
the environmental aspects, the market
remains strong. The decline in the use
of chlorine as a bleaching agent for cellulose
and paper is counter-balanced by its growing use in plastics and in water
treatment. As for aluminium,  high current systems from  LEM help
aluminium producers to keep production costs down .

Last year, there were two important product developments which were
immediately welcomed by the market. We developed several retrofit solutions
                       for installed products. These give customers the possibility of

considerably  improving  measuring capabilities without
   needing to  exchange the complete existing system.

                              At the beginning of 1997, we entered into a strategic
        alliance with a Canadian systems house in order to meet the
process requirements of chlorine production. With the first facility

           planned for this year,  the process control system has been so
automated that the cells can be encapsulated and emission risks minimised.

Looking ahead, we have three objectives to improve growth and  financial
results:

- Improvement of our partnership with customers through the setting up of
continental “Market Service Centres”.

- Introduction of new products with various price/performance options to
meet customer requirements which we have not been able to cover so far.

- Improvement of productivity: By concentritting on core activities for cost
efficiency and optimised production strategies in order to reduce stock and
other assets.

The achievement of these objectives will allow the product offering to be
structurally extended in order to exploit the growth and previously untapped
potential in the markets.

The Business Unit Test Systems increased its activities in 1997. As of the 1st
April 1998, this Unit will be taken over by former LEM employees who have
established a new company LEMSYS. LEM also supports this development in
order to guarantee as far as possible uninterrupted continuity to long-term
customers.

Brad Seavoy
Business Unit Manager
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Due to its specific
properties,

 aluminium continues
to be a highly

interesting basic
material for many

applications (cars,
waggons, airplanes

etc.). The aluminium production costs
depend directly on the energy costs.
Therefore, an efficient power use is
critical. High current systems from

LEM operate with a maximum
accuracy, ensured by a highly

precise calibration.

The modular power-semiconductor
measuring and testing systems from
LEMSYS allows to check static and
dynamic parameters of IGBT’s and
MOSFET’s up to several thousand

amperes, during the industrial
manufacturing process.
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The years referenced below are for the Group’s fiscal year
which ended on 31 December.

Overview

In 1997, LEM achieved a growth in consolidated sales above
expectations while the profitability was stabilised as foreseen
at the beginning of the year. Sales ended at MCHF 112.7
compared to MCHF 96.5 for 1996. This translates into a
growth in Swiss Francs of 17 % and a local currency growth
of 8 %.

The main reasons for this positive development were a
stronger market demand enhanced by the introduction of
numerous innovative products and favourable currency
exchange rates for most of the year.

Net Earnings increased threefold to MCHF 5.2 in 1997 from
MCHF 1.7 in 1996. The two main Business Areas
contributed clearly to this improvement. This result
corresponds to our expectations as published at the
beginning of the year but is not yet at a satisfactory level.
The return on equity grew from 2.2 % to 6.5 %.

The improvement in earnings is still modest due to the time
needed for full recovery in the instruments business, the
three months’ salaries for the people leaving the company
following the restructuration process, and to the further
disappointing state of the Test Systems business which led us
to the decision to part from it at the beginning of 1998.
The Board of Directors recommends a dividend of CHF 9
per share compared to CHF 8 for 1996.

Some key data :

1997 1996 Change

Received orders MCHF 111.7 101.0 + 11 %

Consolidated Sales MCHF 112.7 96.5 + 17 %

EBIT MCHF 6.4 1.8 + 256 %

ROE % 6.5 2.2 + 195 %

Capital Expenditure MCHF 5.4 4.1 + 32 %

Employees 640 624 + 16 %

Sales per employee kCHF 176.0 155.0 + 14 %

At the end of 1997, LEM employed the equivalent  of 640
full time people, 16 more than one year before. The
increase was strong in England, USA and China.
Following the restructuring in the Business Area
Instruments, 33 employees had to leave the company
mainly in Austria and Germany. The productivity
measured as sales per employee increased by 14 % to
kCHF 176 per employee.

Business Situation

The demand for electrical and electronic products reacted to
the general improvement in the world economy with over-
proportional growth rates. This was directly visible in the
demand for components and to a lesser extent for
instruments. The most important region for growth was the
USA but Europe profited also in its export business due to
the weakening of most of its currencies against the dollar. At
present in Asia, we have significant sales only in Japan and
China. Therefore we were not notably affected by the
financial crisis in this region.

Export of Components profited strongly from the dollar’s
strength. However, the growth was present in most regions.
The market and our customers are becoming more and more
global and our capacity for quality manufacturing in several
key countries is highly appreciated.
In 1997, we completed the implementation of streamlined
processes as analysed the year before, which helped reduce
costs and further strengthened our competitiveness.
The completion of a first transducer incorporating an ASIC
(application specific integrated circuit) carrying out all the
electronic functions - a world-wide première - received a
very positive response from customers who like the small
size, the high accuracy and the adaptation to the most
modern microprocessor techniques. This technology also
reinforces the partnerships we have established with
automotive suppliers and prepares the ground for this
challenging market in the next century. Our current probes
are recognised as a standard particularly for Automotive Test
Equipment. We have also launched projects with universities
and research centres. These contributions to advanced
research will broaden the available solutions and allow the
move into new markets. The ROS in this Business Area was
maintained at a very satisfactory level.

Comments on the results and the business situation
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The business Unit Test Systems achieved the
development of the modular test bench for the static
characterisation of IGBTs (isolated gate bipolar
transistor) and MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor)
transistors. The first pieces of equipment were put in
service and proved themselves to be very competitive
regarding performance and price. However we had to
recognise that the market demand in this niche of high
power semiconductors is and remain too thin to pursue
these activities within the Group. Compared to our other
businesses, the growth and earning potential is simply too
low. On the 1st April, a group of collaborators took over
these activities within a new company LEMSYS. LEM and
this new firm will continue to co-operate to ensure an
optimal continuity of product offering and service to our
clients who trusted LEM during so many years.

Regional development

Europe saw clear improvement in market demand. The
machine tools’ industry, particularly in Germany contributed
to a significant part of the Components growth. However the
investment climate for instrumentation was still moody.
Product innovation leads us to expect better evolution in
1998 in the German speaking countries.

North America pursued a quite dynamic growth both for the
components and for certain instruments.
Manufacturing is taking off in China, focused on building
power, transportation and communication infrastructures. To
tackle the significant opportunities more effectively, the
Executive Committee invested time and efforts to adapt the
company and management structure in China. At the
beginning of 1998, LEM bought the minority interests
from our Chinese partner to form a «Wholly Owned
Foreign Enterprise».

Comments on the results and the business situation

In the Business Area Instruments we experienced a
strong increase in orders and sales in the last quarter.
Revised strategic orientation and consolidation of new
internal processes brought together a set of new products
which decisively modernised our market offering and
revitalised the motivation of our sales channels. We
redirected our strategic orientation to be much more
market oriented from the highly technical product
traditions we inherited, e.g to optimise the performance of
electrical networks, to cover the professional tasks in
service, installation and maintenance and  to record
measurement data in a mix of applications.

Our co-operation with selected partners was intensified to
focus on our strengths, to preserve scarce resources and yet
still offer a comprehensive range to our customers. A good
example of such an agreement is the co-operation with
Gossen-Metrawatt in the domains of multimeters and
recorders. To reduce costs, we have also decided to transfer
the production from LEM ELMES, Pfäffikon, to LEM
NORMA in Vienna in April 1998. The EBIT improved
significantly in 1997 and this positive trend accelerated in the
fourth quarter and at the beginning of 1998. This confirms us
in our view that this business area will achieve an acceptable
earnings level soon.

The Business Unit High Current Systems again achieved
double digit sales growth reflecting the increasing strength in
the primary electrochemical markets of aluminium and
chlorine. We focused in 1997 on the rationalisation of the
product offering, reducing the seven historical product lines
to two. Immediate customer acceptance confirmed our
decision.
Here, also, we have established a strategic alliance with
Universal Dynamics, a systems integration company, to
address the need to extend the life cycle of mercury cell
production of chlorine while meeting environmental
requirements.
We look forward to improving both growth and financial
performance by pursuing three main objectives : the building
up of «Market Service Centres» in key regions to improve our
partnership with clients, the introduction of new products at
different price/performance ratios to meet the needs where
our existing products are not a good fit and the focus on
increasing financial performance by outsourcing and
capitalising on core competencies and by optimising our
production strategy. In this Business Unit the ROS is good,
although somewhat lower than in 1996 due to the product
line rationalisation.
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The industrial earnings before interests and taxes
increased by 257 % from MCHF 1.8 in 1996 to MCHF 6.4
in 1997. This resulted in return on sales of 5.7 % for 1997
compared to only 1.9 % in 1996. Compared to the sales
growth of 17 %, the gross margin increased by 21 %;
sales and administration expenses were reduced by 1 to
2 percentage points; 7% of sales were spent for
development, an increase of 9 % to MCHF 7.8. Personnel
expenses are one of the most significant cost factors. We
were able to reduce it to 33.6 % of sales compared to the
very high level of 40.6 % in 1996.

The net financial expenses of MCHF 3.2 in 1997 were MCHF
1.2 higher than in1996. In the note 27 to the consolidated
financial statements on page 38 one can see how the different
elements contributed to this increase. In 1997 LEM liquidated
its investment in the American company ETP llc by selling all
the assets to Assembly Services Inc. The allowance for loss
on the remaining loan to ETP llc of kCHF 686 was recorded
and a note receivable of kUSD 500 from  Assembly Services
Inc remains in the consolidated balance sheet (see note 3 on
page 32). Own shares are valued at the average share price in
December, which for 1997 generated an income of kCHF 479
compared to an expense of kCHF 483 in 1996. The interest
expense was kCHF 718 higher in 1997 due to higher debt level
during most of the year. The strengthening of the Swiss franc
following the Asian crisis generated a significant foreign
exchange loss mainly in the European currencies at the end
of the year when monetary assets were converted into Swiss
francs. The Group carries out some hedging to cover
transactional exposure, mainly in dollars.

The net real-estate earnings of MCHF 4.3 in 1997 are almost
on the same level as in 1996 with MCHF 4.1. However, the
separation of the real-estate activity into the company CTN
SA and the sale of 25 % of the shares in this company to
local pension funds have quite significantly influenced the
different elements of the net real-estate income. In 1996 the
real-estate activity, Centre de Technologies Nouvelles, was
included in LEM SA, which is fully consolidated. On March
1 the company CTN SA was founded and the real-estate
assets were sold to this company. During 1997, LEM Holding
SA sold 25 % of the shares in CTN SA. CTN SA is designed
to promote interesting product introductions by helping to
start new ventures utilising the renting revenues of the
Centre for New Technologies as financial. We have to
pursue this promotion with assiduity to further reduce our
stake and to enhance our industrial image as seen by the
financial world. LEM shares the control of CTN SA on a

contractual basis with Swiss institutional investors, which
are subject to legal restrictions in their investments.
Moreover, CTN SA has obligations towards the
foundation Fongit and the Geneva government. For these
reasons, it has been decided to apply the proportionate
consolidation method.

When comparing the net real-estate income between 1996
and 1997 it is important to notice that in 1996 the CTN
activity was fully integrated and in 1997 two months are
integrated at 100 % and ten months of CTN SA are
integrated at 75 %. In the new constellation there are some
additional expenses impacting on the net real-estate income
such as a depreciation of kCHF 593 (for 10 months at 75 %)
on the building as well as an allowance to the foundation
Fongit of kCHF 450 (for 10 months at 75 %). This allo-
wance replaces income taxes that were paid in the past.
However, the taxes were on the line «taxes» in the profit &
loss account. The amount of MCHF 2.4 corresponds to
25 % of the gain on the sale of CTN from LEM SA to
CTN SA.

Balance Sheet Structure and Cash Flow

The net debt decreased from MCHF 89.3 in 1996 to MCHF
67.8 in 1997. The ratio net debt to equity improved from 1.15
end of 1996 to 0.84 end of 1997. However this is mainly due to
the sequential divestment of the real-estate.
The format of the cash flow satement has been slightly
changed and is now strictly based on cash flows. 1996
has been recalculated on the new format.

Comments on the results and the business situation

Industrial EBIT
Mio.CHF
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Looking Ahead

We started 1998 in an excellent competitive position. It is
imperative for us to focus on growth of sales and on better
management of our internal effectiveness so as to fasten
useful innovation and to limit the increase of operating
expenses.
Among all the profound changes that society is experiencing,
one message is particularly consistent: the importance of
speed and responsiveness for the success of our customers,
and thus for ourselves. To accomplish the related
modification in our understanding of effectiveness we have
to design our organisation and processes to move faster.
At present, LEM is twice the size it was four years ago from
sales point of view. This growth is very motivating for most
people and brings a lot of challenges. At LEM we are all
determined to address these challenges and to continue to
build a solid success. LEM started 1998 with sales growth in
the first quarter of  15 % compared to the same period of 1997.
Net earnings should grow at a higher rate than sales in 1998.

Comments on the results and the business situation
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Key Financial Figures over 5 Years in kCHF

 Results of Consolidated Operations 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Sales 57’368 66’272 82’526 96’461 112'749

Earnings before interests and taxes -
total 12’344 11’695 14’491 8’497 12'683

Earnings before interests and taxes -
industrial 6’058 5’391 7’858 1’802 6'442

Earnings before interests and taxes -
real-estate 6’286 6’304 6’633 6’695 6'241

Consolidated net earnings 5’680 6’873 7’236 1’715 5'162

Cash flow (Net earnings + depreciation + amortization) 9’335 10’855 12’052 7’773 11'991
7

Cash flow in % of sales 16.3 16.4 14.6 8.1 10.6

 Consolidated Financial Position 1993 1994 1995 1996

Buildings and land 111’260 111’884 114’000 114’780 87'489

Machinery and equipment 8’718 8’694 10’929 11’789 12'729

Total assets 157’966 161’749 186’836 198’539 172'402

Net debt 70’932 72’588 84’808 89’287 67'845

Shareholders’ equity 72’514 75’291 78’469 77’646 80'886

Capital employed - total 140’064 144’946 158’845 162’781 143'453

Capital employed - industrial 49’591 53’787 67’728 72’181 73'070

Capital employed - real-estate 90’473 91’159 91’117 90’600 70'383

 Per Share 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Number of shares on the Stock Exchange (piece) 300’000 300’000 300’000 300’000 300'000

Earnings per share (CHF) 18.93 22.91 24.12 5.72 17.21

Dividends (CHF) 14 14 14 8 9

Pay-out ratio (%) 73.9 61.1 58.0 140.0 52.3
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Key Financial Figures over 5 Years in kCHF

Share Price 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

High (CHF) 320 350 400 410 370

Low (CHF) 228 295 320 260 270

Average (CHF) 283 325 360 335 320

P/E ratio 15 14 15 59 19

Consolidated Financial Ratios 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Net debt to equity 0.98 0.96 1.08 1.15 0.84

Return on sales - industrial (%) 10.6 8.1 9.5 1.9 5.7

Return on equity - total (%) 8.2 9.3 9.4 2.2 6.5

Return on capital employed - total (%) 8.9 8.2 9.5 5.3 8.3

Return on capital employed - industrial (%) 12.8 10.4 12.9 2.6 8.9

Return on capital employed - real-estate (%) 6.9 6.9 7.3 7.4 7.8

Number of employees, total 389 412 500 624 640

in Switzerland 225 222 213 220 212

abroad 164 190 287 404 428

Sales per employee (kCHF/employee) 147 161 165 155 176

Capital employed
The capital employed corresponds to the total non financial
assets minus non interest bearing liabilities. The industrial
capital employed includes the amount of Mio.CHF 20
corresponding to the CTN building occupied by LEM SA.

Net debt to equity
Shows the total interest bearing debt minus liquid assets
compared to  equity.

ROS - return on sales
The return on sales is the ratio of industrial earnings before
interests and taxes to the sales.

ROE - return on equity
This is the consolidated LEM Group net earnings, divided by
the annual average equity.

ROCE - return on capital employed
Earnings before interests and taxes divided by the average
capital employed.

Number of employees
The annual number of full-time employees in consolidated
companies.
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Balance Sheet of LEM Holding SA on 31 March
(before distribution of earnings)

Assets Notes 1997 1998
CHF CHF

Current assets

Cash at hand and in bank 1’125’041 39'311

Own shares 1) 4’331’400 2'273'665

Group debtors 656’055 540'272

Other receivable 3’195 -

Sundry current assets 975’738 1'961'671

Sundry current assets of the group 257’712 1'231'217

Total current assets 7’349’141 6'046'136

Fixed assets

Group loans 2) 5’024’647 12'349'783

Participations 3) 95’292’413 96'464'102

Total fixed assets 100’317’060 108'813'885

Total assets 107’666’201 114'860'021

Liabilities & Equity Notes 1997 1998
CHF CHF

Current liabilities

Banks 22’182’464 13'404'165

Current liabilities 304’230 279'702

Group current liabilities 4) 11’802’548 26'993'844

Taxes payable 432’212 64'970

Provisions 5) 1’032’000 1'032'000

Total current liabilities 35’753’454 41'774'681

Equity

Share capital 6) 30’000’000 30'000'000

General reserve 7) 29’881’860 31'941'907

Reserve for own shares 1) 4’331’400 2'273'665

Earnings of the period 3’835’912 5'417'087

Total equity 8) 3’863’575 3'452'681

Total liabilities 71’912’747 73'085'340

Total liabilities & equity 107’666’201 114'860'021
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Profit and loss account of LEM Holding SA

Income Notes 1996-1997 1997-1998
CHF CHF

Dividends 2’637’868 4'662'487

Interest on inter-company loans 2’209’655 196'822

Other financial income 3’584 7'485

Management fees 1’472’871 1'774'232

Sundry income 4’034 5'856

Sundry income group - 163'345

Gain on sale of own shares - 171'426

Gain on sale of participations - 229'763

Total income 6’328’012 7'211'416

Expenses Notes 1996-1997 1997-1998
CHF CHF

Sundry fees 1.602’818 1'540'378

Office and administration expenses 455’304 566'466

Financial expenses 610’834 1'348'541

Exchange loss (gain) (374’385) 245'546

Total expenses 2’294’571 3'700'931

Earnings before tax 4’033’441 3'510'485

Taxes (169’866) (57'804)

Net earnings 3’863’575 3'452'681

Principles for the establishment of the financial
statements
The financial statements are established on the basis of the
principle of continuity of operation, of the principle of the
relative importance and the principle of delimitation in time.

They also take into account the principles of integrality, of
clarity, of prudence, of presentation consistency, in the
information provided and in the evaluation and of the non-
compensation.

Bases and methods of evaluation
The current assets and the inter-company loans are valued at
their actual value. The investments in affiliated companies
are valued at their historical values.

The terms used in the balance sheet, with the exception of
the investments in affiliated companies, are valued at the
exchange rates of the 31 March 1998. The exchange earnings
and losses are recorded in the profit and loss account.
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Notes to the financial statements on 31 March

1) Own shares On 31.3.97 On 31.3.98
The company has 7'410 own shares on 31 March 1998 (14'200 shares on 31.3.97) CHF CHF
for an amount of 4'331'400 2'273'665
The own shares are valued at cost.
The reserve for own shares has been constituted for the same value.

Nominal On 31.3.97 On 31.3.98
value CHF CHF

LEM Nederland BV NLG 395'000 - 288'350
Beijing LEM Electronics Co Ltd RMB 400'000 - 69'825

LEM DynAmp Inc USD 60'000 - 91'200

Nippon LEM KK JPY 31'730'128 315’416 361'723
LEM HEME Ltd GBP 1'100'000 966’960 2'805'000

LEM ELMES AG - 2'200'000

LEM France Sàrl FRF 7'367'304 2’410’855 1'841'826
LEM Belgium Sprl-bvba BEF 16'184'657 208’116 647'386

LEM Instruments GmbH ATS 34'866'142 1’123’300 4'044'473

Total 5’024’647 12'349'783

Nominal value 31.3.97 31.3.98
(share LEM Holding) CHF CHF

LEM SA CHF 15’000’000 17’448’000 17'448'000
LEM Deutschland GmbH DEM 500’000 422’090 422'090

LEM HEME Ltd GBP 422’304 6’728’550 6'728'550

LEM Holding USA Inc. USD 10'701'000 7’661’638 14'544'388
Nippon LEM KK JPY 10’000’000 116’487 116'487

LEM Skandinavien AB SEK 200’000 48’100 48'100

LEM France Sàrl FRF 1'569'250 45’000 527'600
NORMET A/S NOK 500’000 378’904 378'904

LEM ELMES AG CHF 3’500’000 3’500’000 3'500'000

LEM NORMA GmbH ATS 50'000'000 4’161’596 10'022'771
LEM Instruments GmbH DEM 140’000 3’395’736 3'395'736

LEM Belgium Sprl-bvba BEF 4'000'000 30’300 162'315

LEM Italia Srl ITL 199'000'000 39’600 171'296
LEM Nederland BV NLG 40'000 - 29'960

CTN CENTRE DE TECHNOLOGIES

NOUVELLES SA CHF 37'550'000 50’000’000 37'550'000
QUALIMATEST SA CHF 325’000 325’000 325'000

Beijing-LEM (Joint-Venture) 672’972 774'465

TVELEM (Joint-Venture) 318’440 318'440

Total 95’292’413 96'464'102

All the companies are 100 % owned with the exception of
CTN Centre de Technologies Nouvelles SA 75.1 %
TVELEM (Joint-Venture) 51 %
QUALIMATEST SA 21.7 %

2) Intercompany loans

3) Participations
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Notes to the financial statements on 31 March

4) Group current On 31.3.97 On 31.3.98
liabilities CHF CHF

Loan to LEM SA 11’738’660 26'856'937

Group creditors 42’199 130'204

Group accruals 21’689 6'703

Total 11’802’548 26'993'844

5) Provisions On 31.3.97 On 31.3.98
CHF CHF

Provision for losses on loans 552’000 552'000

Provision for exchange risks 480’000 480'000

Total 1’032’000 1'032'000

6) Important shareholders according to art. 663c of the
company law

Oppenheimer Funds own 36’129 shares
(12 %) of LEM Holding SA

7) General reserve On 31.3.97 On 31.3.98
CHF CHF

Of which additional capital paid in33’623’493 33'623'493

8) Disposable earnings On 31.3.97 On 31.3.98
CHF CHF

Retained earnings on 1st April 3’835’912 5'417'087

Earnings of the period 3’863’575 3'452'681

Disposable earnings 7’699’487 8'869'768

9) Obligations according On 31.3.97 On 31.3.98
to art. 663b of the CHF CHF
company law

Deposits and guarantees in favour of
third parties on behalf
of affiliated companies 11’291’410 9'311'640

Dispositions regarding the dividend payment
Subject to the approval by the Shareholder’s General Annual
Meeting of the accounts and the proposed disposition of
earnings, the dividend will be paid as follows:

Dividend CHF

Cross dividend 9.—
less 35 % anticipated federal witholding tax 3.15

Net dividend 5.85

Payment will be carried out free of charge from Thursday
25 June 1998 against delivery of coupon No 10 of the bearer
shares at all the counters of the Swiss Bank Corporation and
Darier, Hentsch & Cie, Geneva.

Report of the statutory auditors to the general meeting of
LEM Holding SA
As statutory auditors, we have audited the accounting re-
cords and the financial statements (balance sheet, income
statement and notes) of LEM Holding SA for the year ended
on 31 March 1998 on pages 24 to 27.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the board
of directors. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audit. We confirm
that we meet the legal requirements concerning professional
qualification and independance. Our audit was conducted in
accordance with auditing standards promulga-ted by the
profession, which require that an audit be planned and
performed to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free from material misstatement. We
have examined on a test basis evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. We have
also assessed the accounting principles used, significant
estimates made and the overall financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, financial statements give a true and fair view
of the financial position and the earnings in accordance with
the Swiss Accounting and Reporting Recommendations
(ARR). Moreover, the accounting records, the financial
statements and the proposed appropriation of available
earnings comply with the Swiss law and the company's
article of incorporation.

We recommend that the financial statements submitted to
you be approved.

Geneva, 24. April 1998

R. ALBER & H. ROLLE
Experts-comptables Associés SA

R. Alber H. Rolle
Certified Public Accountant
(in charge of the mandate)
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Consolidated Balance Sheet of the LEM Group on 31 December

Assets Notes 1996 1997
CHF CHF

Cash and bank 6’772’624 5'937'418

Securities 1 3’848’200 2'294'992

Trade debtors 2 19’510’653 23'023'811

Loans 3 2’332’327 2'037'280

Other current assets 4 4’873’181 6'212'530

Inventories 5 24’722’076 24'149'261

Current assets 62’059’061 63'655'292

Participations 6 643’440 1'064'000

Long-term receivables 7 1’291’354 1'236'220

Land and buildings 8 114’780’453 87'489'548

Machinery and equipment 8 11’788’921 12'728'639

Intangible assets 9 7’975’869 8'228'621

Fixed assets 136’480’037 110'747'028

Total assets 198’539’098 174'402'320

Liabilities and equity Notes 1996 1997
CHF CHF

Trade creditors 10 4’837’082 5'073'022

Other current liabilities 11 13’272’678 10'450'072

Provisions 12 2’746’756 2'453'988

Short-term borrowings 22’387’552 17'467'111

Current liabilities 43’244’068 35'444'193

Long-term borrowings 13 75’993’785 56'632'960

Other long-term payables 14 998’227 914'630

Deferred income 15 528’612 402'286

Long-term liabilites 77’520’624 57'949'876

Minority interests in subsidiaries 16 128’076 122'174

Share capital 17 30’000’000 30'000'000

Reserves 18 33’520’867 33'880'562

Retained earnings 18 12’410’801 11'843'063

Net earnings of the period 18 1’714’662 5'162'452

Equity 77’646’330 80'886'077

Total liabilities and equity 198’539’098 174'402'320
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Consolidated Profit and Loss Account

Notes 1996 1997
CHF CHF

Sales 19 96’461’259 112'748'970

Cost of goods sold 20 (52’183’262) (59'112'293)

Gross margin 44’277’997 53'636'677

Sales expense 21 (20’582’423) (21'849'758)

Administration expense 22 (15’799’565) (17'664'865)

Research & development expense 23 (7’133’737) (7'775'047)

Goodwill amortisation 24 (1’353’482) (1'204'939)

Other expense 25 (148’141) (180'822)

Other income 26 2’541’112 1'480'659

Earnings before interests and taxes 1’801’761 6'441'905

Financial expense (net) 27 (2’007’549) (3'221'341)

Earnings (loss) before real-estate income (205’788) 3'220'564

Net real-estate earnings 28 4’136’797 4'260'297

Earnings before tax 3’931’009 7'480'861

Income tax 29 (2’196’071) (2'324'019)

Earnings after tax 1’734’938 5'156'842

Minority interests (20’276) 5'610

Net earnings 1’714’662 5'162'452
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1996 1997
CHF CHF

Cash Flows from Operating Activities

Net earnings 1’714’662 5’162’452
Reconciliation of net earnings to cash flows from operating activities :
Minorities’ interests in net earnings of subsidiaries 20’276 (5’610)
Depreciation and amortisation 6’058’134 6’828’474
Constitution of provisions for expenses and losses on doubtful accounts 1’569’412 2’141’542
Dissolution of provisions for expenses and losses on receivables (1’886’072) (1’443’608)
Gain on sale of property (142’857) (2’912’276)
DTI grant released (266’721) (196’295)

Cash Flows 7’066’834 9’574’679

Conversion difference on cash flows (95’580) 114’947

Change in inventory (628’723) 177’845
Change in receivables (949’609) (4’629’829)
Change in payables 1’827’058 (2’367’905)
Changes in the working capital : 248’726 (6’819’889)

  Cash flows from operating activities 7’219’980 2’869’737

Cash Flows from Investing Activities

Capital expenditure in intangible fixed assets (1’445’732) (2’239’715)
Capital  expenditure in tangible fixed assets (4’149’698) (5’357’830)
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets 612’32330’058’736
DTI grant received 539’994 23’685
Investments (507’346) (763’991)
Proceeds from the sale of investments 1’212’962 12’928’712
Acquisition of companies (803’050) (420’560)

Cash flows from investing activities (4’540’547) 34’229’037

Cash Flows from Financing Activities

Proceeds from sale of common stock -(12’450’000)
Other changes in equity (686’093) (577’965)
Dividends paid (4’200’000) (2’282’400)
Proceeds from long-term debt 9’202’296 47’203’438
Repayment of debt (132’263) (71’936’764)

  Cash flows from financing activities 4’183’940 (40’043’691)

Change in cash and cash equivalents 6’863’373 (2’944’917)
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 4’026’191 11’104’023
Conversion differences on cash and cash equivalents 214’460 86’919
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 11’104’024 8’246’025

Change in cash and cash equivalents 6’863’373 (2’944’917)
Reconciliation of cash and cash equivalents with the balance sheet :
Banks 6’772’624 5’937’418
Marketable securities 3’848’200 2’294’992
Plus allowance for loss on marketable securities 483’200 13’615
Equals cash and cash equivalents 11’104’024 8’246’025

Consolidated cash flow statement
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Accounting Policies

The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation
of the consolidated financial statements are set out below:

Basis of preparation
The consolidated financial statements of the Group are
prepared in accordance with the Swiss Accountingand
Reporting Recommendations (ARR) and under the historical
cost convention. The company is domiciled in Switzerland.
The amounts in these financial statements are presented in
Swiss francs (CHF).

Consolidation
Subsidiary undertakings, being those companies in which the
Group, directly or indirectly, has an interest of more than
half of the voting rights and is able to exercise control over
the operations, have been fully consolidated. Separate
disclosure is made of minority interests. For CTN SA, in
which the control is jointly exercised, the method of
proportionate consolidation is applied. Exceptions to this
principle are companies in which the Group’s investment is
limited in the time and where restrictions to remit earnings
exist.

Associated undertakings
Investments in associated undertakings are accounted for
using the equity method. These are undertakings over which
the Group exercises significant influence, but which it does
not control.

Joint ventures
The Group’s interests in jointly controlled entities are
accounted for by proportionate consolidation.

Foreign currencies
Profit and Loss Accounts of foreign entities are translated
into Swiss francs at average exchange rates and the balance
sheets are translated at the year-end exchange rates ruling on
31 December. Translation differences are taken to
shareholders’ equity.

Foreign currency transactions in Group companies are
accounted for at the exchange rates prevailing at the date of
transaction: gains and losses resulting from the settlement of
such transactions and from the translation of  monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies, are
recognised in the profit and loss account. Such balances are
translated at year-end exchange rates unless hedged by
forward foreign exchange contracts, in which case the rates
specified in such forward contracts are used.

Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of an acquisition
over the fair value of the Group’s share of the net assets of
the acquired subsidiary/associated undertaking at the date of
acquisition. Goodwill on acquisitions is reported in the ba-
lance sheet as an intangible asset and is amortised using the
straight-line method. Goodwill arising on major strategic
acquisitions of the Group to expand its product or
geographical market coverage is amortised over a maximum
period of ten years. For all other acquisitions goodwill is
amortised over a shorter period not exceeding five years.

Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment is stated at historical cost less
depreciation. Depreciation is calculated on the straight-line
method to write off the cost of each asset over its estimated
useful life as follows:

Land none Plant and equipment 4-10 years
Buildings 20-50 years Vehicles 4-5   years

Repairs and renewals are charged to the profit and loss
account when the expense is incurred.

Investment grants
Investment grants related to the purchase of property, plant
and equipment are included in liabilities and are credited to
the profit and loss account on a straight-line basis over the
expected lives of the related assets.

Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost or net realisable
value. Cost is determined by the first-in, first out (FIFO)
method. The cost of finished goods and work in process
comprises raw materials, other direct costs and related pro-
duction overheads, but excludes interest expense.

Sales
Sales represent the amounts receivable for goods sold and
services provided after deducting volume discounts and sales
taxes, and after eliminating sales within the Group. Rental
income of the real-estate activity is not included in sales but
in rental income.

Research and development
Research costs are written off as incurred. Development costs
are written off as incurred, except for major projects where it
is reasonably anticipated that the costs will be recovered
through future commercial activities. Such development
costs are capitalised and written off over the life of the
product or process, subject to a maximum of five years.
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1996 1997
CHF CHF

1. Securities

Own shares in LEM Holding SA 3’848’200 2'260'050
The 7'410 own shares (14'200 shares on 31.12.96 ) are valued at the average share price of December 1997

2. Trade debtors

Trade debtors, third parties 20’177’653 23'890'873

Trade debtors, affiliated non-consolidated companies 45’613 9'301

Allowance for bad debt (712’613) (876'363)

Total 19’510’653 23'023'811

3. Loans

Assembly Services Inc USD 500'000 - 710'000

Electronic Technology Products llc. 1’325’327 -

Allowance for loss an loan to ETP (393’000) -

Engelhard & Cie. 2’125’608 2'215'946

Allowance for loss on loan to Engelhard & Cie. (725’608) (1'165'946)

Miscellaneous CTN SA - 277'280

Total 2’332’327 2'037'280

4. Other current assets

Advances to suppliers 737’711 405'183

Prepayments and accrued income 406’566 933'476

Other current assets 3’195’052 4'509'049

Real-estate debtors 654’172 599'679

Allowance for bad debt on real-estate debtors (120’320) (234'857)

Total 4’873’181 6'212'530

5. Inventories

Raw material 12’334’754 11'573'439

Work in process 4’107’747 3'370'218

Finished goods and goods for resale 8’279’575 9'205'604

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

Total 24’722’076 24'149'261
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1996 1997
CHF CHF

6. Participations

TVELEM 318’440 318'440

Qualimatest SA 325’000 325'000

Electronics Technology Products llc (ETP) USD 375’000 491’250 -

Loss in ETP using the equity method (491’250) -

Miscellaneous CTN SA - 420'560

Total 643’440 1'064'000

Qualimatest SA, TVELEM and the participations of CTN SA are valued at their historical cost.

7. Long-term receivables

Marketable securities 1’223’640 1'171'236

Miscellaneous 67’714 64'984

Total 1’291’354 1'236'220

Marketable securities of an amount of Mio ATS 10 have been pledged as guarantee
for a loan to LEM NORMA GmbH.

8. Property, plant and equipment

At cost in kCHF 31.12.96 Translation Change in In- De- 31.12.97 Net value
difference the scope crease crease 31.12.97

of conso-
lidation

Land and building 114’980 236 27'103 88'113

Machinery and equipment 45’401 (84) 5'358 2'872 47'803

Total at cost 160’381 152 5'358 29'975 135'916

Cumulated depreciation

Land and building 200 8 432 17 623 87'490

Machinery and equipment 33’612 (364) 4'248 2'421 35'075 12'728

Total cumulated depreciation 33’812 (356) 4'680 2'438 35'698 100'218

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)
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9. Intangible assets

At cost in kCHF 31.12.96 Translation Change in In- De- 31.12.97 Net value
difference the scope crease crease 31.12.97

of conso-
lidation

Deferred F&E 2’565 18 255 2'838

Goodwill 10’531 385 10'916

Other intangible assets 1’136 (31) 1'985 3'090

Total at cost 14’232 372 2'240 16'844

Cumulated amortisation

Deferred F&E 1’332 32 436 1'800 1'038

Goodwill 4’467 181 1'180 5'828 5'088

Other intangible assets 457 (12) 543 988 2'102

Total cumulated amortisation 6’256 201 2'159 8'616 8'228

1996 1997
CHF CHF

10. Trade creditors

Trade creditors, third parties 4’626’926 5'013'529

Trade creditors, affiliated non-consolidated companies 8’400 -

Trade creditors, real-estate 201’756 59'493

Total 4’837’082 5'073'022

11. Other current liabilities

Advances from customers 694’699 316'362

Income taxes payable 1’645’837 2'597'716

Accruals and deferred income 3’466’499 3'631'042

Other payables 7’465’643 3'904'952

Total 13’272’678 10'450'072

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)
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1996 1997
CHF CHF

12. Provisions

Deferred income taxes 406’245 310'227

Pensions 225’980 298'078

Legal severence payments 1’592’556 1'723'683

Sundry provisions 121’975 122'000

Maintenance fund for CTN 400’000 -

Total 2’746’756 2'453'988

13. Long-term borrowings

Secured loans in ATS 6’909’360 1'140'000

CHF 60’321’397 52'259'883

GBP 1’114’744 1'104'577

ITL - 121'500

USD 6’415’784 1'207'000

DEM 1’232’500 800'000

Total 75’993’785 56'632'960

14. Other long-term payables

Miscellaneous long-term payables 38’227 2'630

Silent partner in LEM NORMA GmbH 960’000 912'000

998’227 914'630

15. Deferred income

DTI Grant to LEM HEME Ltd 528’612 402'286

16. Minority interests

128’076 122'174

The minory interests in 1997 correspond to 20 % in Beijing LEM.

17. Ordinary bearer shares

Authorised Authorised
1996 1997 1996 1997

Ordinary shares of CHF 100 each 300’000 300'000 300’000 300'000

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)
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18. Retained earnings and other reserves

in kCHF Share Additio- Reserves Reserve Retained Net Equity
capital nal paid- for own earnings earnings

in capital shares

Total 31.12.96 30'000 33'623 (3'951) 3'848 12'411 1'715 77'646

Attribution of earnings 1'715 (1'715)
Net earnings 1997 5'162 5'162

Distributed earnings (2'283) (2'283)

Translation difference 361 361

Attribution reserve for 1'588 (1'588)
own shares

Total 31.12.97 30'000 33'623 (2'002) 2'260 11'843 5'162 80'886

19. Segment information

Sales breakdown by region in Mio.CHF 1996 1997

Europe 65.8 68.2 % 73.2 65.0 %

North America 22.0 22.8 % 30.8 27.3 %

Asia 6.4 6.6 % 6.7 5.9 %

Rest of the World 2.3 2.4 % 2.0 1.8 %

Total 96.5 100 % 112.7 100 %

Sales breakdown by business area/unit in Mio.CHF 1996 1997

Business Area Components 55.0 57.0 % 65.7 58.3 %

Business Area Instruments 34.5 35.8 % 38.0 33.7 %

Business Unit Test Systems 0.9 0.9 % 2.2 2.0 %

Business Unit High Current Monitoring 6.1 6.3 % 6.8 6.0 %

Total 96.5 100 % 112.7 100 %

20. Cost of goods sold

The cost of goods sold comprises material, direct labor, as well as indirect production costs.

21. Sales expense

The sales expense comprises all expenses related to sales, marketing and customer service.

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)
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22. Administration expense

The administration expense corresponds to costs for general management, accounting,
personnel administration, electronic data processing. Half of the increase of these expenses are due higher average
exchange rates in 1997 than in 1996.

23. Research & development expense

The Research & development expense include all expenses for developing new products and production processes.

24. Goodwill amortisation

1996 1997
CHF CHF

on LEM DynAmp Inc. 286’932  164'840

on LEM ELMES AG 390’955 347'000

on LEM ELMES GmbH (now in LEM Instruments GmbH) 65’226 65'226

on LEM France Sàrl 45’000 44'784

on NGI acquisition 537’457 555'177

on Beijing LEM increase 27’912 27'912

Total 1’353’482 1'204'939

25. Other expenses

Loss on ETP llc recorded according to the equity method 2’206 -

Miscellaneous 145’935 180'822

Total 148’141 180'822

Under the item «other expenses» are recorded losses on the sales of fixed assets as well as losses on non consolidated
companies.

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

26. Other Income

Gain on sales fixed assets 142’857 159'008

Grant release of LEM HEME Ltd 237’222 197'626

Composition proceedings income of LEM NORMA GmbH - 209'316

Dissolution of provisions for pensions and others 1’232’513 -

Miscellaneous other income 928’520 914'709

Total 2’541’112 1'480'659
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1996 1997
CHF CHF

27. Net financial expense

Interest income 263’573 688'604

Allowance for loss on loan to ETP (372’000) (686'165)

Gain on sales of own shares - 171'426

Gain on sale of participations 229'763

Allowance for loss on sales of own shares (483’200) 478'748

Interest expense (1’869’690) (2'587'338)

Share of mortgage interests of LEM SA (600’162) (462'494)

Foreign exchange (loss) gain 1’053’930 (1'053'885)

Total (2’007’549) (3'221'341)

The net financial expense relates only to the industrial activities. However, the interests on the CTN building occupied
by LEM SA are included as in previous years to better take into account the industrial/real-estate separation.

28. Net real-estate earnings of the CTN

Rental income 7’987’259 6'318'094

Other income 250’178 167'396

Total rental income 8’237’437 6'485'490

Real-estate expenses (1’304'749) (1'534'135)

Depreciation and provisions (408'775) (756'643)

Financial income 171’472 138'401

Fee to Fongit - (450'600)

Financial expense (2’558’588) (1'980'488)

Gain on sale of CTN - 2'358'272

Net real-estate earnings before tax 4’136’797 4'260'297

In 1997, the net real-estate comprises two months fully consolidated and ten months of CTN SA with proportionate
consolidation at 75.1 %. The amount of CHF 2'358'272  corresponds to 24.9 % of the gain of the sale of CTN.

29. Income taxes

Swiss income taxes 1’837’569 2'056'014

Foreign income taxes 358’502 268'005

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)

Total 2’196’071 2'324'019
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30. Staff cost

1996 1997
CHF CHF

Salaries and wages 39’124’242 37'997'579

The number of full-time employees in consolidated companies reached 640 by the end of 1997, as compared to 624 by
the end of  1996.

31. Contingencies

At 31 December 1997 the Group had contingent liabilities in respect of bank and other guarantees and other matters
arising in the ordinary course of business from which it is anticipated that no material liabilities will arise.
The operations and earnings of the Group continue, from time to time and in varying degrees, to be affected by political,
legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments, including those relating to environmental protection, in the countries in
which it operates. The industries in which the Group is engaged are also subject to physical risks of various kinds. The
nature and frequency of these developments and events, not all of which are covered by insurance, as well as their effect
on future operations and earnings are not predictable.

Group companies are defendants in some legal actions. In the opinion of the directors, after taking appropriate legal
advice, the results of such actions will not have a material effect on the Group’s financial position.

The company has given guarantees which amount to CHF 4'960'240 (1996 CHF 10'089'900)  on borrowings by subsidiary
undertakings.

In the ordinary course of business the Group has given guarantees amounting to CHF 1’192'000 (1996 CHF 1'976'646) to
third parties.

32. Commitments under operating leases

1996 1997
CHF CHF

Total 2’066’184 2'153'768

Within one year 895’415 754'695

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)
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33. Scope of consolidation
Full consolidation (of all companies owned to 100 % if no other indication)

Europe North America
LEM Belgium Sprl-bvba Belgium LEM DynAmp Inc. USA
LEM Deutschland GmbH Germany LEM Holding USA Inc. USA
LEM ELMES AG Switzerland LEM Instruments Inc. USA
LEM France Sàrl France LEM USA Inc. USA
LEM HEME Ltd Great Britain Temtronix Inc. USA
LEM Holding SA Switzerland
LEM Instruments GmbH Austria
LEM Instruments GmbH Germany Asia
LEM Italia Srl Italy Nippon LEM KK Japan
LEM Nederland BV Nederland Beijing LEM Electronics Co Ltd (80 %) China
LEM NORMA GmbH Austria
LEM SA Switzerland
LEM Skandinavien AB Sweden
LEM UK Ltd Great Britain
Normet A/S Norway

Proportionate consolidation

CTN SA                                         Switzerland (75,1 %)

34. Post balance sheet event

LEM Holding SA bought the minority interests of Beijing LEM.

Share price evolution of the LEM Holding SA, CHF 100 nominal value, bearer share and, for comparision, the
Vontobel Small Cap Index.

Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
(all amounts in Swiss Francs unless otherwise stated)
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Report of the Group Auditors to the General Meeting of LEM Holding SA

As auditors of the group, we have audited the consolidated
financial statements (balance sheet, statement of cash flows,
income statement and notes) of the LEM Group for the year
ended December 31, 1997 on pages 28 to 41.

These consolidated financial statements are the
responsability of the board of directors. Our responsability is
to express an opinion on these consolidated financial
statements based on our audit. We confirm that we meet the
legal requirements concerning professional qualification and
independance.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with auditing
standards promulgated by the profession, which require that
an audit be planned and performed to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the consolidated financial

statements are free from material misstatement. We have
examined on a test basis evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the consolidated financial statements. We
have also assessed the accounting principles used, significant
estimates made and the overall consolidated financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements give a
true and fair view of the financial position, the results of
operations and the cash flows in accordance with the
Accounting and Reporting Recommendations (ARR) and
comply with the law.

We recommend that the consolidated financial statements
submitted to you be approved.

Geneva, 28 April 1998

R. ALBER & H. ROLLE
Experts-comptables Associés SA

R. Alber H. Rolle
Certified Public Accountant
(in charge of the mandat)
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